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CONFORMAL TRANSFORMATIONS ON THE BOUNDARIES OF 

THEIR REGIONS OF DEF1NITION* 

BY 

WILLIAM F. OSGOOD AND EDSON H. TAYLOR 

Riemann's problem of mapping a simply connected plane region whose 
boundarSr consists of more than a single point conformally on a circle as normal 
region may he divided into two parts: (a) the internal problem; namely, 
the map of the interior points,t and (b) the boundary problem; namely, the 
behavior of the map on the boundary. 

The first of these problems was treated by RIEMANN in his dissertation with 
the aid of Dirichlet's principle, and rigorotls proofs were supplied for regions 
with restricted boundaries by SCHWARZ and NEUMANN, the general case being 
established by OSGOOD through methods due to POINCARE. 

The second problem was solved for analytic boundaries by Schwars, the 
case of vertices being dispo.sed of by PICARD. t PAINLEVE § treated the case 
of arcs of boundaries that are convex regular curves, and his results can be 
extended by mere linear transformations to any boundaries consisting of arcs 
of regular curves with continuous curvature. For wholly arbitrary boun- 
daries the problem of the continuity of the map on the boundary was con 
sidered by OSGOOD|| in a series of theorems. It is the purpose of the present 
paper to give proofs of these theorems and to supplement them. 

The propositions of § 5,-more particularlv, Lemmas 2 and 3 for in 
Lemma 1 it is only the uniqueness of the function that is new,-were sug- 
gested by intuition, a harmonic function being thought of as the temperature 
in a flow of heat or the potential in a flow of electricity. 

In the comprehensiveness of the results here obtained, applying as they do 
to the most general boundaries that consist of a single piece and more than 
one point lies, it is believed, an intrinsic interest. So many problems of 

* Presented to the Society December 30, 1902 and April 30, 1910. 
t For an account of the first problem and the second in the case of analytic boundaries, with 

references to the literature, cf. OSGOOD, Lehrbuch der Funktionentheorie, vol. 1, 2nd ed., 1912, 
chap. 14. 

1: PICARD, Traite d'analyse, vol. 2, chap. 10, § 7. 
§Comptes Rendus, vol. 112 (1891) p. 653. 
!I Bulletin of the American Mathem atical Society, vol. 9 (1903),p. 233. 

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 18 277 
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mathematics must be restricted in order to be treated at all, that it is a source 
of satisfaction when the most general result of its class can be established. 

§1. Line and Surface Integrals. 
Let the functions u a u1, u2 be harmonic in a finite region S of the (x, y)- 

plane, whose boundary is denoted by C. Under suitable further restrictions 
pertaining to the boundary and the behavior of the functions there, the fol- 
lowing equations are familiar.* 

r r {duldu2 dU1dU2 \ r aul 
(A) J J t d d + d d JdS =- } u2 dn ds; 

s c 

(B) SS [(du) + (8d8) ]dS =-Jbudnds; 

(C) - Sul dn dos= JWu2 an d>; 
c c 

(D) Xd ds= O. 
c 

We shall need these equations for a somewhat more general case than the 
one ordinarily treated. It is sufficient for our purposes to assume that C 
consists of a finite number of arcsf each analytic inclusive of its extremities. 
Let P be a vertex of Cy and denote the angle at P by oe; then shall O <a<27r, 

The functions u a U1 82 shall satisfy the following conditions. 
1) u, u1, u2 are finite and harmonic within S; 
2) ut ul, u2 are continuous on the boundary; 
3) the first partial derivatives of u, u1, u2 are continuous on the boundary 

except at one or more of the vertices. In the neighborhood of such a vertex, 
P, each of these derivatives remains less numerically than Cr-^, where r 
denotes the distance of (.z, y) from P, where C and ,u are constants and 
where O < ,u < 1: 

dul C x < r^ ' etc. 

Under these conditions it is readily shown that each of the above integrals 
which is an improper integral converges. Let S' be the part of S that remains 
after a small neighborhood of each vertes P has been cut oS by an arc 7 of a 
circle of radius h and center P. All four equations hold for the region St. 

*In all line integrals involYing ds} which appear in this paper, ds is taken as a positive 
quantity. Cf. the definition laid down by OSGOODJ Funktionentheorie, arol. 1 chap. 4. 
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Moreover, it is seen that the contributions of the above line integrals due to 
the arcs z all approach O simultaneously with h, and this establishes the four 
equations under the given conditions. 

§ 2. A Lemma. 

LEMMA. Let u satisfy the following conditions: 
1) u is finite and harmonic within S; z=x+yi-plan: \ 

2) U |L = °, f 3 0 

where L denotes an arc of the boundary of S abutting on - / wJ 
a vertex P, the relation holding at all points of L except / 
P; / 

3) dn = °' : 

the relation holding at all points of L' except P .* FIG. 1. 
Then 

d u CZ d u CZ 
dx < rZ ' dy < ry ' 

where r denotes the dtstance of (x, y) from P, where (d is a positive constant, 
and where y = 1 - 2V, V = 7r /0X . Moreover, u is harmonic along L' . 

Let the interior of S be transformed conformally on the upper half of the 
w = t + 7Zi = p e@t-plane by means of the function 
(1) w=f(z), 

the point P going over into the point O: w = 0. Then u, considered as a 
function of $, , is finite and harmonic throughout the interior of a semi- 

circle K1: | w I < Ro O < 71; and if Ro be 
w _ f + ?7i = pe@t-plane . .' . sultably restrleted, u vanlshes along the 

/ Q radius OQ1: 0 = 7r, 0 < p < Ro, while 

g .^: > dn = - <98 vanishes along the radius 

Q1 g g Qt OQ2: 8 = 0, 0 < p < Ro . Hence u is 
o w-Ro capable of harmonic continuation by re- 

\\ g2 / :flection across OQ1 into the lower half- 
< > plane, and u, thus extended, is seen to 

FIG. 2. be harmonic throughout the domain 
K: U< p<Ro, O<0<2T. 

Consider the function 
du 

v= a0. 

* It is assumed throughout the paper, when the condition is imposed that a normal de- 
rivative vanish, that the first partial derivatives of the function are continuous along the 
piece of the boundary in question except at the extremities of the arc. 
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This function is harmonic in K, as follows by substitution in Laplace's equa- 
tion. Moreover, v vanishes on each bank of the cut OQ: 8 = O, since along 
the upper bank 

d u 1 {d u \ 
dn p t dE )o=o P ) . 

and along the lower bank 

(8oo ) = (ddE ) 

Subject the w-plane to the transformation 

W=ft+7yz=ve"$-plane w = WO, 

Q1 where 
< > W-ffe"$, ff = l/p, X = 20 

/ S E1 \ Then v goes over into a function of , : 
$2 Q' 

ot w g v=g(,co), 
\ Kt / harmonic within the semicircle Q2 Q1 Q2 

< / and vanishing along the diameter Q2' Q2, 

FIG. 3. except perhaps at 0'. It is, therefore, 
possible to continue v by reflection har- 

monically across this diameter, and we are thus led to a function harmonic 
throughout the complete circle K': O < ff < l/Ro except at 0'. 

The function v can be developed into a series of the form* 

v = k log ff + E an (an cos nx + bn sin n), n= _oo 
where 

1 ^27r 1 r27r 

an = 7ra7 J F cos nxdx, n * O; bn = an J v sin nx dx, 

1 r2r 
aO = 2TJ Vdx-k log a, V = f (a, ) (O < a < Ao). 

We proceed next to show that an = O and that b2m = O. In points of K' 
situated symmetrically with respect to the axis of i', v has values that are 
equal and opposite, while cos nco has equal values. Hence 

rr r2 
J F cos nco t1w =-J F cos nx dco 

0 1r 

and 
an=O, n*O; aO=- kloga. 

* OSGOOD, Lehrbuch der Funktionentheorie, arol. 1, 2nd ed., 1912, p. 660. 
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Furthermore, in two points of K1 and K2 which are situated symmetrically 
with respect to the axis of ', v has equal values, since such points are the 
images of points in the w-plane situated symmetrically with respect to the 
axis of reals, and in these latter points u has values which are equal and op- 

. poslte. ence 

f ( ' 2 ) f ( ' 2 + ) 
But 

sinn(2-c) =-sinn(2+ c) 

if n is even. Hence, for such values of n, 

rrl2 r3r/2 
J v sin nxd=-J v sin nxdx, 

-7r/2 7r/2 

or 
b2m = O. 

The result thus far obtained is, then, this: 
00 

v = k log - + E b2n+l 2n+1 sin ( 2n + 1 ) co . 
n=-oo 

Since v= O when 0= O, and hence when co = O, it follows that k = O, ao = °. 
Consider next the function u carried over into the W-plane. Since 

du du dA ;,du 
dco 8adC,;=>a=2vn 

it follows that 

-= 2 b2n+l 2n+1 sin ( 2n + 1 ) co . 

dco n=- 

The function u vanishes along the line co = 7r / 2 . Hence u and its harmonic 
continuation will be given at any point (, co) of the circle K' distinct from 
the center by the integral 

rXdu J -dx 

ff being held fast. Along this path the above series converges uniformly. 
Hence 

ff = -2 2 2n+1 l 2n+1 cos ( 2n + 1 ) co . 

So much, independent of the condition that u be finite. Imposing this 
condition we see that* 

* OSGOOD, Funktionentheorie, VO1. 1, PP. 647 and 656. 
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b2ff+1 = O, 2n+ 1 < O. 

For, u can have at most a removable singularity at O', and if u be defined there 
by its limiting value, it will be harmonic there and so admit a unique develop- 
ment of the above form, no negative powers of ff entering. 

Finally, returning to the w-plane, we have: 

(2) u 2 , b2n+l p2ff+l COS2n + 1 

From this development it is seen that in the neighborhood of the point O 

3 du < M du < M 
( ) di P 8?7 P 

where M denotes a positive constant. Furthermore, u is harmonic along L'. 
To complete the proof we need the theorem of the next paragraph. 

§ 3. An Asymptotic Approwimationfor the Map near a Vertex of the Boundary. 

THEOREM. If the function f ( z ) of § 2 be written in the form 

(4) a (z) = zv X (z) 7r 

the point z = O being taken at P, then X (z ) approaches a ltmit not O when z, 
remaininy in S, approaches O as its limit. 

A proof of this theorem may be given by means of the results obtained by 
KELLOGG.* Let the region S be transformed on a region 2 of the Z= 
X + Yz-plane by the equation 

z= zV. 

Through the above function z = zv and the function (1): w = f (z) the 
region z is transformed on the upper half of the w = t + ?wi-plane, Z = O 
going over into w = O. Consider a finite portion T of the latter half-plane 
bounded by a curve having continuous curvature and including so much of the 
neighborhood of w-O as lies in that half-plane. Let T also be so restricted 
that the boundary r of its image ' in z will have continuous curvature 
except at Z = O. It is readily shown that r satisfies Kellogg's Condition (A), 
p. 41, of the first paper cited. 

Furthermore , regarde(l as a function of X, Y, is harmonic within ' 
and is O in all the boundary points near Z = O, while its boundary values in 
all points satisfy Kelloggs Condition (B), 1. c., p. 42. It follows, then, from 

* O. D. KELLOGG, these T r a n s a c t i o n s, vol. 9 (1908), p. 39 ani p. 51; ibid., vol. 
13 (1912), p. 109. 
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Kellogg's results that the first derivatives of 7 in 2' approach continuous 
boundary values. 

Finally, dn / dX and 88 / a Y never vanish simultaneously on the boundary. 
The proof of this fact can be given by the transformation which Kellogg uses 
in his third paper, p. 122. 

Hence it appears that i\w/tZ, formed for the point Z= O, approaches a 
limit as AZ approaches O, and this limit is not O. But 

w = Z\(Z1lv) and AlU x(a 

Thus the theorem is established. 
In particular, setting w = peei and z = rei, we infer that 

(5) p=rvl\(z) 
where 

O < A < I X (z ) t < B , 

A and B being constants. Furthermore, for points z within S, 

dto dw dg= dWZ. VZV_1. 

Since dw / dZ is finite near Z = O and remains in absolute value greater than 
a positive constant, and since the same is true of ve(V-l+iy it follows that 

dw Q (z) 
dz rl-v r 

where 
O<A'< [Q(z)l<B'. 

Hence 
(6) 184 _ 8 < B 84 _ 8n < B' 

} aX dY rl-v v <Ry dz rl_v v 
and 

dx + dy aZ + dy > rl-v 
A simpler and more direct proof of the foregoing theorem is desirable. 

Kellogg's solution introduces more than is needed, since his determination 
of the density of the double distribution contains all the properties of the 
funetion ??, while we need only such as are sufficient for the study of the 
partial derivatives of the first order near the boundary. 

§ 4. Completion of the Proof of the Lemma. 
We desire an upper limit (Abschatzung) for the numerical f-alues of 

AqllAx, du/dy near P. We have: 
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dx di dx 8n dx ' 

du du 18 t 8?1 an 
< . _ _ dx = di dx 877 dx ' 

with a similar relation for <9 . From (3) and (5) it follows that 

du du M 1 
_ /- 

dS ' <) WA rvZ2* 

Furthermore, from (6): 
84 8 B' 
dx ' dz < rl-v 

Hence, finally: 
(8) d1b dW < /A rl-V/2' Q. E. D. 

Obviously Condition (2) of the lemma can be replaced by the condition: 
U IL = k, where k is any constant, since the function t4-k woul(l then satisfy 
all the conditions of the lemma. 

§ 5. Some Properties of Loyarithmic Potential F?hnctions. 

Analytic Quadrilaterals.-In the following pages we have frequently to do 
with simply connected finite regions bounded by four arcs, each of which is 
analytic inclusive of its extremities, the angles at the vertices being each greater 
than 0 and less than 27r. Such a region we will call an analytic qxbadrilateral. 

LEMMA 1. Let S 1be an analytic quadrilateral with sides C1, C1, C2, C2. 
Then there exists a function u harmonic within S, equal to a1 on C1 and a2 

on C2 C al and a2 being constants, and having its inner normal derivative zero at 
all points of C1 and -C2 except the e.ztremities. If qh is finite in S, u is uniqxhe.* 

Let S be mapped conformal y on the upper half-plane, and hence, by an 
elliptic integral of the first kind, on a rectangle R in the w = t + Xi-plane 

with its vertices at K, K+ K' i, C2 going into a segment of the 

axis of reals. Then the function 
al a2 

v = Kt 77 + a2 

fulfills the conditions of the theorem in R. 
Let u be the function in S into which v is carried by the inverse transforma- 

tions. Then u fulfills the conditions of the theorem in S. 
* The first part of this theorem is not new. A rigorous proof of the uniquenes3 is, however, 

less familiar. 
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To show that u is unique, let u1 be a second such function, and form the function w-u-u1. Here, w is finite and harmonic within S, and 

U) |C1 = O, W tC2 = ° dn clt °' dn c2 ° 

From the lemma of § 2 it follows that w is a functioll to which Formula (B) of §1 applies: 
[(dw)2+ (dw) ]dS =-,f w a ds. 

s 
c 

Since the line integral vanishes, the double integral must also vanish, and from this it follows that 
w= const.= O. 

LEMMA 2. Let S1 be an analytic quadrilateral with the sides C1, C1, C2, C2, and let the function u1 satisfy the following conditions: 
1) u1 is finite and harmonic 

upithin S1; ' J1 cl Ba - 
2) ullol= k1, ullc2= k2, \ st 2 sl g s!l 

kl and k2 being constants) and 
/ g 

s2 k 
\e2 k1 > k2 > °; S e:) 4) \ 

3) AU1 O dU1 O E0_-- 1 c2 B2 
Let S2 be a second analytic quadri- FIG. 4. 

Iateral Iyin7 in S1 and having two of 
its sides, A1B1 and A2 B2, consisting of arcs of C1 and C2 respectively. If U2 satisf es the same conditions in S2 that u1 does in S1, then 

_ J} 2ds<-Jt 1ds. * An An 
AlBl C1 

From the lemma of § 2, and § 4, end, it follows that u1 and u2 are functions to which the formulas of §1 are applicable. Hence 

J(T[(8W1)2+(dt) ] dS =-jnul rl ds, S1 1 
where 1 denotes the complete boundary of S1. Moreover, by § 1, (D ), 

jF aul ds O 
. 

1 and since 
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it follows that 

S I ds =-j I ds. An An 
C1 a2 

We thus obtain for the value of the double integral: 

(9) Sf [( d 1 ) + (> ] dS =-klS an ds-k2gd n d S =-(kl-k2) Jq a n ds . 
S1 C1 C2 C1 

Similarly, 

(l0) [(8ff2 )2 (du2 )2 ] 882 

62 AlB 

Let w = u1-U2 in S2; u1 = uo + w. Then 

r rrt8Ul\2+{8u1\21dS r g[{du202 {8U202 {oWA2 {Z)W02 1 
.JJ ltaxJ tayJ] JJ Ltaxy+VayJ+Vxy+VyJJds 

s2 s2 

+ 2 JaJ( <) 2 d + a 2 <) ) dS. 
s2 

The last integral, being equal to 

r auq -J w, ds, 
2 

is seen to vanish. Hence 

J Jn [ (88t )2 + (88I )2 ] dS > j}Jn [ ( z} 2 ) + ( dy ) ] dS @ 
S2 92 

But 

(11) J>j [( d l ) + ( d I ) ] dS > [( dxl ) + ( dy ) ]dS 

S1 S2 

Substituting for the integrals in (11) their value3 obtained from (9) and 
(10), we have 

(kl- k2)al&> (kl- k2)a2ds, 

C1 A1B1 

and the proposition is proved.* 
* The proof here given is due to Professor B. O. PEIRCE. 
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LEMMA 3. In the analytic quadrilateral S with sides C1, C1, C2 C2 the 
ft/,nctions ul, u2 shall satisfy the following conditions: 

1) us is finite clnd harmonic within S, = 1, 2; 

2) i = O, i = O, (i = 1, 2); an clt an g2, 

31) 0 < u1 |cl < k O < u1 |62; 

tchere k is a positizee cottstant, and ul is harmonic in all points of C1 and C2;t 

32) W2 Ics = k, 421g2 = ° 

Then 
roUl r8U2 - X - ds < g - ds. J An J An 

C1 C1 

Let S be mapped on a rectangle R of the ( x', y' )-plane, C1 going over into a 
segment AB of the line y' = 1, and C2 into a segment CD of the axis of x'. 
Let I be the length of either of these segments. Denote by ul, u2 the functions 
into which ul, u2 are thus transformed. Then 

U2= ky'. 
For, ky' is evidently one function having the properties of u2, and by Lemma 1 
there is only one such function. We wish, then, to prove that 

(12) J} adu2, ds' > J d ds' . 
AB AB 

Since 
aU2 k aU2 

dn ' An Cl) 

the inequality (12) is equivalent to the following: 

(13) J8dd ds' >-kl . 
AB 

From § 1, ( C), we have, since ul and u2 satisfy in R the requisite conditions: 

Ju28dult dst = ,JOU1,8@U,2 dst, 
a a 

where ff denotes the complete boundary of R. Here, 

S U2 d tI ds' = J U2 ;8iUtI dst = k Jl aoul, ds; 
a AB AB 

t This latter condition can be replaced by a less restrict*e one; for example, that the first 
partial derivatives of ul be continuous on the boundary. 
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and 

j} Xl d&,2 ds' = J' ul (-k ) ds' + J WI kds' = k (-,J?b, ds' + ,)> qx, de') . 
¢ AB CD AB CD 

Hence 

Jbd t ds' = ju1 ds' + aq ul ds' > jq ul de' >-kl, 

AB AB CD AB 

and this is precisely (133* 

§ 6. The Fundamental Theorem and the Method of Proof. 
Definition: A boundary point A of a region S shall be said to be accessible 

if it can be approached along a Jordan curve Iying wholly within the region 
except for its extremity A.* For a discussion of multiply counting boundary 
points cf. § 7, under Theorem III. 

THEOREM I. Let S be a simply connected plane region whose boundary consists 
of more than one point, and let the interior of S be mapped conformaZly on the 
interior of a circle S'. Let A be an accessible boundary point of S, and let C 
be a curve Iying within S (ezeept for one extremity) and leading to A. Then 
the image of C in S' is a curve C' with a sinyle limiting point A' on the circum- 
ference of S'; so that, if a point P approach A along C, its imaye P' will approach 
A' as its limit. 

The region S can beitransformed on a finite region Iying in the upper half 
of the z = x + yi-plane, the point A going into the origin.t It is this latter 
region which we shall henceforth consider and denote by S . Let S' be the unit 
circle of the w = u + vi-plane, the point O of S going over into w = O, and 
let g be the Green's function of S with its pole at O; hn the conjugate function. 
Then the interior of S is mapped conformally on the interior of S' by the 
transformation 

w = e-g-ht 

As P approaches A along C, g approaches 0. To prove the theorem, it is 
necessary and sufficient to prove that, as P approaches A, a branch of h 
single-valued and continuous along C, also approaches a limit. 

Let e be a positive quantity chosen at pleasure and then held fast. With 
A as center construct two circumferences 

S1: IZI=r1; S2: IZI=r2; r1=a<1, 

* For an example of a region having boundary points that are not accessible cf. OSGOOD, 
these Transactions, vol. 1 (1900), p. 311. 

t OSGOOD, Funktionentheorze, vol. 1, p. 700. 
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a being a positive constant less than unity. Furthermore, r2 shall be so chosen that O shall lie outside the circle C2. Let P1 be that point of intersection of v1 and C such that Ir1 and the arc P1A of C have no other point in common. It will now be shown that r2 can be so chosen that the variation of h along C from P1 to A is less than e. 
Let ? be a positive quantity chosen arbitrarily small. Then it is clear that r2 can be so restricted that the upper limit of 9 on the arc or arcs of C2 that lie in S will be less than 1. Let this be done. r2, and with it rl, are now fixed. Let P' be a point on the arc P1A arbitrarily near A, and let ,u > O be so chosen that every point of the arc P1P' lies within the curve g = p. Denote by S the portion of S composed of the curve g = ,v; and the points interior to 

/f/ ft \N :::\ 
j s / \ 81 

Y:4 itS;E Iv A 

cS 
s 

A 
FIG. 5. 

it. Since g = y is a closed analytic curve distinct from 1, it is cut by er in a finite number of points. Thus 1 yields a finite number of cross-cuts of S. One of these, K1K2, divides S into two simply connected regions, one of which contains the point O, and the other,-:, let us call it,-the point P' (and hence the arc P1P' of Cb). 
Since a branch of h is single-valued and harmonic in 2 and continuous on the boundary, it has an upper and a lower limit in , which are reached on the boundary of z . Now dg / An > 0 at every point of the curve g = ,u, and so h varies monotonically along the arc K1LK2. Therefore the upper limit H and the lower limit ho of h in z are reached on the arc K1K2 of 1. Construct the curves h= H and h= ho, and denote them respectively 
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by r and . Let be M and Q points in which r meets 1 and 2 respectively, 

such that the arc MQ of r has no point except its extremities in common with 

or 2. Let m and q have a corresponding meaning for . The points 

m, M may lie on the arc K1K2 produced. 
The proof turns on applying Lemmas 2 and 3 of § 5 to the analytic quadri- 

laterals BlPlClC2QB2 and mMQq (or a corresponding one, to be determined 

later), and noting at the outset the following two facts: 

a) The value of g on the arc qQ is less than 1; 

b) -,)5a9 ds = H-ho . 
mAI 

The truth of (b) depends essentially on the fact that when a point P, starting 

at K1, describes the boundary of z in the positive sense ( K1LK2 ), h attains 

its minimum value ho along the arc K2PlKl in a point or in several points, all 

of which are reached before h attains its maximum value H on that arc. 

For a proof, consider the map of S on the circle p _ e-, where w-pe@;, 

and the image of the arc K2PlKl in this circle. Since h =-0 + const., 

it is sufficient to prove the corresponding statement for 0, and this is readily 

done by mapping the above circle on the W-plane by the function W = log w. 

Lemma 2 is applied as follows: Form a function u1 harmonic in the ring 

r1 < | z | < r2 and such that 

U1 laFl = °n U1 1aF2 = 

It is 
u1 = 7l( g _ I g 1) = cv (logr-log rl), 

where c =-1 / log a . The conjugate of u1 is 

vl=cx1Go+const., 

and 
1 

(14) -J d n ds = c7r77 . 
B2 C2 

Let u2 be determined by the following conditions: 
1) u2 is finite and harmonic within the analytic quadrilateral mMQq, - 

we assume for the moment that z and r are not tangent to 1 or 2; 

2) U2 IqQ = ?1, U2 |"M ° ; 

3) 2 = O, 2 = O. An r An z 

The existence and uniqueness of such a function follow from IXemma 1, § 5. 

We now apply Lemma 2 of § 5, taking for the region S1 so much of the ring 
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r1 < | z | _ r2 as lies above the lower half-plane, C1 Iying along S2; and as 
S2, the analytic quadrilateral mMQq. Hence, with the aid of (14), 

(15) -Jb d 2 ds <-J m ds = c7rr1 . 
qQ B2 C2 

Furthermore, from §1, (D), 

j an ds o 
mMQq 

and hence, by using (b), we have 

(16) -jb > ds= a67ds= H-ho 
qQ mM 

the normal in the last integral being opposite in sense to that of the integral 
in (b). 

Finally, we apply Lemma 3 to the functions g and u2 considered in mMQq, 
g corresponding to u1. Hence 

-S a fi7 ds <-J dW2 ds, 
qQ qQ 

or, from (15) and (16), 
H-hoNc7rr/. 

If, then, we choose v so that 2cgrx1 < (, the reason for the factor 2 will 
appear presently, our proof is complete, except for the assumption that r 
and z are not tangent to 1 or 2. 

In case of tangency, r and z can be replaced by curves near by, cutting 1 
and S2 but not tangent: h = H' and h = ho, H' and ho differing but slightly 
from H and ho respectively; so that, in particular, H'-ho > 2 (H-ho) > 

The point m', as above in the case of m and M, will thus be reached before 
M', so that (b) will hold. Using the analytic quadrilateral bounded in part 
by these curves instead of r andPy, we infer that 

H'-ho < c7rr1, or H-ho < 2c7rr1 < e. 

This completes the proof. 
Let the limit approached by h as P approaches A along C be denoted by h. 

Extension of Theorem I. 

The analysis by which the foregoing theorem has been established yields 
more than the result stated in that theorem. Extend the arc mM of 1 in 
both directions until it meets the boundary of S in the points N1 and N2. 
The cross-cut NlPlN2 divides S into two simply connected regions. Let :° be 
the one of these regions that contains the arc P1A of C. 
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From the theorem just proved it follows that the function h approaches a 
limit when P approaches N1, and also when P approaches N2, along the arc 
mM produced. h has, therefore, a finite upper limit H and a finite lower limit 
ho along the cross-cut. Moreover, it is readily seen from the foregoing analysis 
that 

H-ho-e; 

and since, at any interior point of Z°, h lies between H and ho, we have, for 
any such point 
(17) | h-h | <e. 

Consider, now, a succession of circles with A as center and with radii 

r° = r1 > r' > r" > * **, lim r(ff) = O 
n=w 

and the corresponding regions cut from S: 
zo :t :", *z . 

the general region being so taken as to include the whole of a certain arc of 
C abutting on A . Let z1 z Z2 n * * * be any set of points interior to S with A 
as a cluster-point and such that, for a given m arbitrarily large, zn lies in :(m) 

provided n > nm . If hn denotes the value of h in Zn n then hn will approach 
a limit, and 
(18) lim hn = h. 

n=w 

We have, therefore, obtained the following 
EXTENSION OF THEOREM I. If W1 n W2 n * * * be the images in S of Z1, 

Z2 n * n n n and if w correspond to A', then wn u)ill approach a limit and 

(19) lim Wn = w. 
n _oo 

It is to be noted that the maximum diameter Of :(n) does not necessarily 
converge toward zero when n = so, and also that the points Zn may have other 
cluster-points than A, which points will, of course, lie on the boundary of S. 

COROLLARY. A point A' of the circumference of S' which is the image of an 
accessible boundary point A of S has other such points in every neighborhood of 
itself and on either side; i. e., the points A'form a set that is "in sich dicht". 

In fact, the extremities of the cross-cuts { z { = r(ff) just described are 
accessible points of the boundary of S, which go over into points of the cir- 
cumference of S' approaching A' from both sides. 

The set of points A' is not, however, in general perfect, as is shown by the 
following example. Consider the region S1 of the z1 = x1 + iy1-plane: 

S1: 1 < x1 _ 2, x1-1-y1 < z1-1 + 1 ' 
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and let a definite interior point °1 be chosen as the pole of the Green's function 
for S1. If S1 be mapped on S2 by the transformation 

Z2 =-, 
Z1 

then all the boundary points of S2, inclusive of the cusp at the origin, are 
accessible. Let h = h' be the line of flow to this point. 

On the other hand, let S1 be wrapped round a circle by the transformation 

zA= eZl. 

Then the curve h = h' winds round this circle indefinitely, and its only points 
of condensation not pertaining to itself are the points of the circle. Let A be 
an arbitrary point of this circle, and let zl, Z2, * * * be a set of points in S with A 
as their limiting point. Then their images Wn will converge toward a point A' 
on the boundary of S', and A' will be the same point for all of the above 
choices of A. 

§ 7. Further Theorems. 

THEOREM II. Let C1 be a second curve of S also leading from O to A and 
meeting C only in those points. Let C1 be the image of (71 in S', Al its 
limiting point on the boundary of S'. The necessary and suffeient condition 

- 

that A1 coincide with A' is that the simple closed curve C consisting of C and C 
may be drawn together continuously to the point A without passing out of S; or, 
in other words, that C shall contain in its interior only interior points of S. 

That the condition is sufficient follows at once from the extension of 
Theorem I. 

To prove the condition necessary, consider the simple closed curves C and 
_ _ 

C'. Suppose C contains boundary points of S in its interior. Denote the 
part of the latter region Iying within S by R, and consider the function w of z, 
defined by the map, in R. When z, remaining in R, approaches a boundary 
point B of S, passing through any set of points Z1, Z2, * * * which have B as 
their sole limiting point, w approaches a limit, namely, the value w of w in A'. 
By an extension of a theorem due to Painleve* w must, therefore, reduce to a 
constant, w, and this is not true. 

Closely related to the foregoing theorem is the following. 
* PAINLEVE, T O U 1 0 U S e A n n a 1 e s, vol. 2 (1888), p. B. 29, stated the following theorem: 

If f (z) is analytic in a region T and approaches one and the same value along an arc of the 
boundary, then f (z) is a constant. He proved the theorem for ordinary arcs. But it is true 
generally, when the words: " an arc of the boundary " are replaced by the words: " a connected 
piece of the boundary containing two distinct points, each of which can be approached along 
a curve lying within the region." Cf. TAYLOR, B ul l e ti n o f th e Am e ri c an M ath e- 
rnatical Society, vol. 19, June, 1913. 

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 19 
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THEOREM III. 8 A and A1 are tqao dtstinct accessible poirwts of the boundary 

of S, then the corresponding points A' and A1 on the circumference of S' will also 
be distinct. 

Conversely, let A' and A1 be two distinct points of tAle circumference of S', 
corresponding to points A and A1 (d?stinct or coincident) which can be reached 
along curves (: and C1; the latter moreoter shall not intersect. Then each 
of the regions into which S is divided by the cross-cut ((7 (21) will contain 
among its boundary points other boundary points of S than A and A1. 

For, suppose Al and A1 coincide. Then the reasoning in the proof of the 
last theorem is applicable and it follows that A and A1 coincide. Thus the 
first part of the proposition is established. 

The second part of the theorem follows at once from the extension of 
Theorem I. 

Theorem II may be regarded as coming directly under Theorem III if we 
agree to consider as distinct two coincident points of the boundary of S which 
can be approached along curves C and (71 emanating from O and lying in S, 
when each of the regions into which S is divided by the cross-cut (C, C1) 
has among its boundary points other boundary points of S than the given 
points. Such points of the boundary, if they exist, shall be called multtple 
potnts. 

Again, a boundary point may be accessible for a certain avenue of approach, 
and still be inaccessible for a set of points lying within S and condensing on 
it as their sole limiting point. As an example of such a region, take the interior 
points of the circle | z t < 5 with the exception of those points (a) which lie 
on the line x-O,-1 < y _ 1, and (b) which lie on the curve 

y= sin-, O < Z < x, 

where w0 is the smallest positive Z for which this curve cuts the circumference 
of the circle. 

It is, then, in general impossible to divide the boundary points into accessible 
and inaccessible points except as they are multiply counted. We will not 
attempt such a classification, but refer to Condition A below as giving a 
working definition for Theorem V. 

COROLLARY 1. If the boundary of S consist of a stmple closed Jordan curve, 
then the conformal map of the interior of S on the interior of the circle St will be 
one-to-one and continuous on the boundary. 

From Theorems II and III it follows that a one-to-one relation exists between 
the totality of points of the boundary of S and a set of points (not as yet known 
to be everywhere dense) on the circumference of S'. It follows further, 
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however, from the extension of Theorem I that the points of the latter set 
depend continuously on the points of the former set. And so Hurwitz's 
condition that the points of the latter set form a Jordan curve is seen to be 
fulfilled. * 

COROLLARY 2: If the boundary has no inaccessible and no multiple points, 
it is a simple closed Jordan curve. 

First, there will be a one-to-one relation between the points of the boundary 
of S and those of a set situated on the circumference of S'. 

Secondly, the latter points must comprise all the points of that circumfer- 
ence. For otherwise consider a radius leading to an omitted point. The 
image of this radius in S would ke a curve having more than one point of con- 
densation on the boundary, and hence entering every neighborhood of two ac- 
cessible points. But this is absurd. 

Thirdly, if A' is an arbitrary point of the circumference of S' and A its 
image on the boundary of S; and if a circle of arbitrarily small radius be de- 
scribed about A, then there exists an arc extending equal distances to either 
side of A', all of whose points have their images in the circle in question. 
For otherwise there would exist a set of boundary, and therefore also a set of 
interior points of S, each of whose distances from A is greater than a certain 
positive constant, and such that their images in S' cluster about A'. But 
these points would have a cluster point A1 on the boundary of S distinct from 
A, and hence go over into points of S' condensing on A1. 

Thus the boundary points of S fulfil Hurwitz's definition of a Jordan curve, 
and the theorem is proved. 

Remark: It may however happen, even when the boundary has inaccessible 
points, that the accessible points are related in a one-to-one manner to the 
points of the circumference of S'. An example of such a region is the domain 
considered by Osgood, Funktionentheorie, vol. 1, p. 154. 

This example shows, moreover, that Painleve's theorem cannot be extended 
as follows: Letf ( z ) be analytic in a region T and vanish along a portion of the 
boundary consisting of an arc of an analytic curve; then f (z ) _ 0 . For the 
foregoing function w approaches one and the same value, w0, along the right 
line segment x = 0, 0 < y < 1. But w-w0 + ° 

THEOREM IV. The points A' are everywhere dense on the circumference of S'. 
Suppose the proposition were not true. Let h =-0, and let the arc 

-L < 0 <-l lie within an arc free from points A'. The region S will be 
divided by the curves h= l and h= L into two regions, one of which, S1, 

namely, that in which l < h < L, has no accessible boundary points except 
those of the curves h = l and h = L. 

* A. HURWITZ, Verhandlungen des ersten Internationalen Mathematikerkongresses, 1898, 
P. 102; OSGOOD, Funktionentheorie, vol. 1, p. 147. 
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Consider the curve h-11 = 2 (I + L), and let A be a point of conden- 
sation of this curve not pertaining to the curve. Then A will be a boundary 
point of S. Let the plane be transformed as in the proof of Theorem I so 
that A will come to the origin and S lie in the upper half-plane; S and A now 
referring to the transformed region and point. 

Choose the positive quantity 7 arbitrarily small and draw the circles 
and a2 as before, the Green's function g of S being less than 77 wherever it is 
defined on and inside of 2, and rl / r2 = a < 1 . 

The curve h = 11 must enter the inner circle. Let P1 be a point in which 
it meets that circle. Then an arc of the circle, emanating from P1 and remain- 
ing in S1, will approach the boundary of S1 in a point P2 Iying on one of the 
curves h = 1> h = L; and the arc P1P2 will lie within S. The variation in h 
along this arc is 2 (l-Z ) . 

Choose ,u > O so that the curve g-y includes the arc P1P2 in its interior, 
and denote the points of intersection of this arc produced with g = y by K1 
and K2 . We have now a region 2 cut of from S (the interior and boundary of 
g = ,u) by the arc KiK2 precisely like the region 2 of the proof of Theorem I. 
Let H and ho be the maximum and minimum values of h in 2. They are at- 
tained on the arc K1K2 of the boundary. And now the earlier reasoning leads 
here, as in that case, to the conclusion that 

II-ho < 27rcr1. 

But II-ho is at least as great as 2 (L-1), and n may be so chosen that 
27rcx7 < 1- (l-1) . In this contradiction lies the proof of the theorem. 

We are now in a position to state a necessary and sufficient colldition that a 
curve C of S, any complete arc of which is a Jordan curve and which proceeds 
out toward the boundary of S, have as its image in S' a curve C' abutting on a 
single boundary point of S'. 

Condition A. It may happen that there are two distinct accessible boundary 
points A and A1 of S and neighborhoods 

vo w! wtt wo tt tt 
D ) D D X X *X*, D1, 1, :1, *** 

as described under the extension of Theorem I such that each :(n) and each 2(n) 
is traversed by C. If this is not the case, we say that C fulfills Condition 1. 

THEOREM V. A necessary and sufficient condition that the i7naye C' of the 
above curve C abut on a single boundary point of st is that C fulyl Condition A . 

That the condition is necessary, is obvious. To show that it is sufficient, 
suppose B and B1 were two distinct boundary points of S' which are points of 
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condensation of C'. Since C', as it advances, ultimately has its later points 
all outside of any circle concentric with S' and Iying within it, at least one of 
the arcs BB1 must have all of its points points of condensation of C'. But 
the points A' which are the images of accessible boundary points A are b 
Theorem IV everywhere dense along the circumference of S'. Hence there 
must be two distinct accessible points of the boundary of S precluded by the 
hypothesis, and the proposition is established. 

COROLLARY. The image of a curve C' of S' haviny but a s1ngle point of con- 
densation on the circumference of S' is a curve C satisfying Condition A . 

§ 8. Multiply Connected and Multiple-Leared Regions. 

The foregoing results apply directly to the case of an arbitrary region S, 
single or multiple-leaved, simply or multiply connected, and bounded in 
part by a set of points D more than one in number and such that two of these 
points, A and A1, can-be connected by a cross-cut C cutting of from the region 
a simply connected piece S1 bounded completely by C and D. If S be so 
mapped that S1 goes over into a region S1 bounded in part by an analytic 
curve D' corresponding to , then the same conditions for continuity on the 
boundary of the map exist as in the case hitherto discussed. 

For, the interior of S1 can be mapped conformally on the interior of a circle 
S1, the part of S1.abutting on D going over into a part of S1 abutting on an 
arc £L1 of the circumference. To the map in the neighborhood of D1 the 
earlier results apply. On the other hand, the complete neighborhood of any 
point of £L1 (exclusive of the extremities of the arc) is mapped conformally 
on the complete neighborhood of the corresponding point of D'. 

As an example, consider a plane region S with a boundary of n pieces, each 
piece consisting of more than a single point. This region can first be trans- 
formed into a finite region by considering the part of the whole plane bounded 
by a single piece and having an interior point Iying within S. This latter 
region can then be transformed on the interior of a circle, and thus the given 
region goes over into a region Iying within a circle and having the circle as a 
piece of the boundary. 

Proceed now in a similar manner with a piece of the boundary of the new 
region Iying inside the circle. Thus again a region is obtained Iying within 
a circle and having the circle as one piece of its boundary, a second piece of 
its boundary being now a simple closed analytic curve. 

By repeating the process we finally obtain a region S; whose boundary consists 
of n simple closed analytic curves not cutting one another. The map on the 
boundary obeys the same laws as in the case of the simply connecttd plane 
region discussed in the foregoing paragraphs. Thus a curve of S abutting 
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on an accessible point of the boundary goes over into a curve of S; having a 
single point of condensation on the boundary.* 

Or, again, since Qi can be mapped on an n-sheeted Riemann's surface spread 
out over the upper half-plane, its leaves being connected by 2n-2 branch 
points, it follows in particular that S can be mapped on such a surface, and 
the map on the boundary (the axis of reals) will obey the laws obtained in the 
preceding paragrapihs. 

* It is only the part of this theorem that relates to the map on the boundary which is new. 
The part relating to the map in the interior was obtained by the authors prior to June, 1906, 
but was not published by them. It has since appeared in the literature. 

HARVARD UNIVERSITY, 
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSEITS, 

September, 1912. 
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